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Swiss National Bank to relax with EURCHF upside
narrative, but remains ready to act if currency rebounds
The Swiss franc has weakened by nearly 5% against the
euro since its highest level last year in April, primarily
due to the strong FX efforts by the Swiss National bank
to water down upside pressures on the currency amid a
rapid capital inflow. More recently, market bias towards
pro-cyclical assets like the euro has helped ease the
SNB’s burden, with the Swiss Franc gradually weakening
as the global economy slowly starts its recovery.
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Against a generally weakening USD, however, the Swiss franc hasn´t been able to avoid
appreciating in Q2. But with USDCHF a less relevant exchange rate for the domestic exports
sector, and the US removing the “currency manipulator” label to the European country, the
focus remains centred on the EURCHF rate. The moderate upward trend in this cross should
continue to unfold for the remainder 2020, as global concerns over the medium-term horizon
ease and markets embark upon a yield-seeking race, diverting attention away from CHF.

However, a significant set of risks related to the evolution of the
pandemic and global vaccination efforts threatens to push our
bearish CHF outlook in the opposite direction.
CHF reflects diverting narratives against upside EUR and downside USD trends
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Monex’s May CHF forecasts
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Switzerland takes front position in the European recovery
The Swiss economy has navigated the pandemic on a better footing than most European
peers, despite significant economic and social disruption. Swiss GDP contracted by 2.9% in
2020, its worst decline since 1975 when the nation lost over 7% of the output by a shock in
oil prices. Still, the contraction last year was less severe than in neighbouring countries like
Germany and France, where GDP collapsed by 5% and 8.3% respectively. The strength of the
Swiss pharmaceuticals industry and a diversified external sector helped the country fare
better, while less stringent lockdown measures and a resilient public health system also
contributed. The second and third wave of the virus slowed down the recovery’s momentum
beyond Q3 2020, although their impact was moderate compared to the first wave in spring.
Economic activity accelerated by just 0.3%.
QoQ in Q4 2020 following a sharp upsurge
of 7.6% in the previous quarter, and
The fast-growing
estimates indicate that GDP growth could
pharmaceuticals sector
have fallen in Q1 2021. However, a
accounts for almost half of
speeding up in the vaccination campaign,
Swiss exports value and is
with 21.6% of the population already
expected to soon exceed a 10%
covered, along with a firm path towards
share of Switzerland´s GDP.
easing restrictive measures and a strong
spill over in growth from the European
Union should offer a rapid recovery to the
Swiss economy. If consensus expectations for 3% growth in 2021 are realised, the economy
Should recover to pre-pandemic GDP levels in the second half of this year. By comparison,
the eurozone is not expected to fully recover from the pandemic hit until mid-2022.

A sound policy response has been a key factor in Switzerland´s economic outperformance
relative to European peers, with fiscal and monetary initiatives supporting the resilience in
the labour market, liquidity conditions and financial stability. On the fiscal front, the country
disbursed nearly CHF15 billion in programmes such as the support for short time working
(STWP) and the loss of earnings. The schemes have been key to mitigating labour market
dislocation and scarring, as well as ensuring business continuation. The government has also
committed to delivering significant support to households and firms this year amounting
CHF21 billion, which should prevent any potential cliff effects.
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Extraordinary support should begin to phase out by the end of 2021 as the recovery is
secured, with remaining stimulus targeting specific sectors and industries. As an example, in
the mechanical and electrical sectors, where turnover fell by 9.8% last year, the short-time
compensation scheme is expected to be extended for two additional years. Structural
changes accelerated by the pandemic, such as teleworking and e-commerce, should also be
supported by policy looking ahead. A smooth reallocation and transformation of the labour
force should underpin the strong Swiss economic recovery in the years to come.
Ample government support limited the rise in unemployment during the pandemic

Monetary policy accommodation remains the key driver in CHF dynamics
The ample degree of monetary accommodation has largely supported the Swiss economy
during the pandemic. The Swiss National Bank firmed its commitment to hold negative
interest rates on deposits - the lowest among central banks in the DM space - and provide
generous liquidity. Additionally, the Bank has also explicitly remained “willing to intervene in
the foreign exchange market as necessary” to fight back potential deflation risks. As a result,
unsterilised FX interventions have practically become a rather conventional instrument in the
SNB´s toolbox amid the crisis, even as the latest SNB language was softened from the
previous “willingness to a stronger intervention” guidance. Sight deposits, which are often
observed as a gauge for FX intervention, have sharply risen over the last year to counter
strong currency appreciation pressures on the back of substantial safe-haven inflows.

The SNB’s determination to avert a major currency overvaluation was put to
the test last year, when the market wrongfully bet for a franc appreciation
past the 1.05 level against the euro.
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Ultimately, the SNB´s participation in exchange rate markets proved effective in defending
the critical level, which is currently deemed the “stress test” for the Bank´s tolerance
towards franc appreciation.

The outlook has somehow eased recently, removing the pressure to intervene in
capital markets from the SNB’s shoulders. A surging shift towards risk and highyielding assets on the back of broader global reopening and a more robust
economic recovery has reduced appetite for haven currencies.

Pro-cyclical euro dynamics have also firmed upside expectations for the EURCHF cross
towards the SNB´s desired direction, although the franc has yet to undergo a sustained
exchange depreciation to allow the Swiss economy to import external inflation to a
significant extent. Despite some progress in this area, the invitation to cheapen to currency
remains tempting for the central Bank. Switzerland reported its smallest current account
surplus since 2009 last year on the back of the global crisis, while the currency remains
notably overvalued from “fair value” estimates for the export-oriented Swiss economy. With
little drivers of domestic inflation in place, the external sector remains a key factor to the
SNB´s inflation goal.
2020 levels of intervention are in the past, but the SNB remains active in FX markets
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The removal of Switzerland as a “currency manipulator” under Janet Yellen´s
first review as the US Treasury Secretary sets the tone for a potentially softer
surveillance on currency management and, hence, a larger room for the
SNB´s discretionary intervention in FX markets.
Ruling out the Trump administration’s latest assessment, the April Treasury report found
“insufficient evidence” to prove that the country had manipulated its currency for the
purpose of gaining an international trade advantage or adjusting their balance of payments.
This result came even as the country met the three criteria for enhanced analysis in the 2015
Act, namely, a significant bilateral trade surplus with the US, a material current account
surplus and persistent one-sided interventions. In contrast with these facts, however, CHF
strengthened by 6% against the US dollar over the last year and keeps a slight appreciation
bias under broader downside USD dynamics in 2021. Further tensions between the two
economies remain a tail risk in this context.
With broad euro appreciation as the dominant narrative in sight, we could expect the SNB
to reduce its participation in FX markets compared to 2020 levels.
However, potential downside risks to the EU macro outlook triggering another wave of
EURCHF weakness should invite a heavier intervention to counter CHF appreciation.
Interventions in FX markets will remain the SNB’s tool of choice to fight any unwarranted FX
appreciation in the short-term, while the interest-rate differential stands as an important
anchor for the SNB’s long-term policy goals. A hike in Swiss interest rates is unlikely to occur
ahead of the ECB even under a brighter macro outlook, as rate differentials remain crucial to
lower the foreign appeal for the Swiss currency. The recently revised inflation outlook
supports prospects for protracted rate normalisation.

Even though prices are now expected to grow faster in 2021
(+0.2pp to 0.2% in 2021 and +0.2pp to 0.4% in 2022, 0.5%
in 2023), inflation expectations under the current policy
setting are still underwhelming.
This subdued inflation outlook sets the tone for a long period of loose monetary policy
looking ahead, which should be reinforced via FX interventions should the currency reignite
the market’s appetite.
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Risks to moderate CHF depreciation remain extremely challenging
Risks to our strong conviction on EURCHF rally are tilted to the downside as uncertainty and
challenges to the global economic outlook remain elevated. Unfavourable pandemic
dynamics, including more contagious or lethal strains, and/or slow-going vaccination
campaigns worldwide represent a major threat, which could provide particularly robust
upside pressure on the franc as investors flee towards safe assets. Adverse risk sentiment
and a tightening of global financial conditions as a result of concerning debt levels could also
result in safe-haven flow in the future.

Reversals in sentiment
around the eurozone
would also filter into a
strong CHF, as the euro
remains highly sensible
to cyclical moves.

On the domestic side, the Swiss franc could
also be driven by a stronger-than-expected
economic rebound, feeding appetite for
additional capital inflows as long-term yields.
The vigilant supervision of the US Treasury
on potential “currency manipulation” also
puts a lid on the extent to which the SNB can
influence FX rates, although any signalling
action of further sanctions remains a tail risk
in the current environment.

An early withdrawal of fiscal support is not envisaged either, but any swift adjustments in
this area or unexpected scarring in some sectors could also dampen our macro and
currency outlook. Finally, the SNB highlights the risks to financial stability posed by rising
mortgage lending and residential property prices, although odds for bursting bubble cycles
remain small in our view.
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